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Cadco PVC products sets new quality standards with its
range of PVC plaster beading. Our quality beads systems
are aligned with exacting European demands, yet fully
geared around the sustainable and responsible. We are
one of Ireland's leading suppliers of uPVC products, our
range performs better and makes life easier for end
users. Made, where possible using recycled materials,
Cadco
PVC
products
helps
buyers demonstrate
compliance with environmental purchasing.

Plastic Plaster Beading Fit for Purpose

Cadco beading is built to perform.

Exceeding the quality standards

of normal plastic beading. Cadco is made from the highest-grade post
industrial material. And it's from here Cadco· derives its unique strength and
inherent quality.

The result:

A tough, stable plastic bead - resistant to corrosion and well able to withstand
the rigours of handling throughout the supply chain.
Tough yet sustainable

A tough performing product, the benefits of Cadco beading stretch further.
They provide a solution to the environmental purchasing and compliance
issues now facing European buyers. In the manufacture of, substantial
landfill and CO2 reductions can be achieved. Consider this. Compared
to galvanised beading, 1 tonne of Cadco can yield almost 2 tonnes less
CO2.
Designed for users

Precision designed with users in mind, Cadco removes install issues. Its
unique arrangement of punched holes provides an highly accurate cutting
guide - resulting in faster, more accurate 450 mitre jointing. This speeds
fitting, saves time and even provides for the novice installer.

Cadco
Designed for flexibility

Cadco removes the frustrations
of external colour coding.
When
coloured exterior render is specified,
Cadco exterior plaster beading can
be exactly colour matched.
This
dramatically improves the visible
end result and excludes the need for
complicated paint finishing.

Cadco

Minimum carbon mileage

On Europe's doorstep,
Cadco
sustainable sourcing is just the start.
Collaboration with national transport
partners yields a vastly reduced Re
duce carbon mileage. This challenges
the value of distant overseas sourcing,
and yields more benefit to buyers
measured on eco-compliance.

Cadco

Suitable for ICF

With the advent of Insulated Concrete
Formwork (ICF) building materials,
Cadco · fibre mesh combats both
structural and insulation issues. Fibre
mesh reinforces exposed corners and
areas prone to movement by bonding
into one, the formwork, beading
and exterior render. Once more,
a stronger, harder working finish protected from cracking or failure.

Cadco

When finish matters

Cadco strength and versatility match well its finer design points. This
raised aris is a unique Cadco feature which helps installers apply surface
finish to an exact, crisp point. This is critical. It makes for a stronger bond
around windows and doors where movement is expected and therefore
reduces call back.
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Compliance

Cadco complies with:
European Building Regulations
International Quality Systems
ISO 9001 :2000

